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What do you hope to see in the future?

How can we democratise the sport for development sector?
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TEAMING UP TO RAISE THE BAR FOR SPORT & HUMAN RIGHTS
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WHO IS THE SRA?

FOOTBALL STANDS TOGETHER
WHO IS THE SRA?
RAISING THE BAR FOR SPORT, HUMAN RIGHTS AND TRANSPARENCY
Brazil's protests raise fears for World Cup as a million take to the streets

Football becomes focus of furious outcry against corruption, police brutality, dire public services, high prices and street crime

Fifa World Cup 'hits the poorest hardest'

Brazil’s Troubles Take Stage at Start of World Cup

Brazil World Cup workers 'face slave-like conditions'

Forced Evictions In Rio Favela For 2016 Olympics Trigger Violent Clashes
THREE PILLARS of the UN GUIDING PRINCIPLES

HUMAN RIGHTS

PROTECT
STATE
duty to protect

RESPECT
CORPORATE
responsibility to respect

REMEDY
VICTIMS
access to effective remedy
China: FIFA Broke Own Rules for Club World Cup
FIFA Sidelines Human Rights, Keeps Beijing Hosting Arrangements Secret

Sport & Rights Alliance Raises Concerns over FIFA’s Surprise Selection of UAE to Host 2021 Club World Cup

Saudi Arabia to host Club World Cup in December

Saudi Arabia will host the seven-side FIFA Club World Cup in December 2023.
OUR VISION

A WORLD WHERE
GLOBAL SPORT
IS AN AUTHENTIC
FORCE FOR GOOD
RAISE THE BAR FOR SPORT & HUMAN RIGHTS
GOOD GOVERNANCE AND DEMOCRACY IN SPORTS FOR GOOD

Sang Eun Lee
IOC Young Leader 2021-2024 | Founder of The Dream League | Athlete’s Entourage Commission Member
THE PRACTICE OF SPORT IS A HUMAN RIGHT.

Olympic Carter, 2021
race
colour
sex
sexual orientation
language
religion
political or other opinions
national or social origin
property
birth or other status
Fields of Play
Accountability

Transparency

Integrity
• Collect and reference data
• Collaborate and create partnerships
• Lead by actions
• Utilise assessment tools
• Activate reporting mechanism
• Share the knowledge
• Raise awareness
WHY
• Implementation of ethical mindsets
• Management and control of risks
• Capacity building
• The role of enabler of the Sustainable Development Goals
• The impact on the future generation
IF YOU CAN SEE IT, YOU CAN BE IT

lkelly9842@gmail.com
thedreamleague_kr
TheDreamLeagueKR
Sport and Democracy: A Conjunct Approach

Frank Appiah Kusi
Assistant Lecturer in Sport Management & Ph.D. Student in Sport Marketing

Date: March 15, 2023
• Draft of National Sports Policy by the Ministry of Youth and Sports, MoYS.

• In achieving this object, the MoYS under the leadership of Hon. Mustapha Ussif, engaged stakeholders in the implementation of the Policy.

• National Sports Authority board, Academics, Veteran Sports Administrators, Private actors, Regional and District Sports actors, Sports organizations, etc.

• The collective, diversity and engagement of government and actors in sport falls in line with Paul Christesen saying ‘Sport as a School for Democracy’.
What is the future of sport and democracy?

1. A collaborative engagement of government and stakeholders in sport.
2. Limit political and partisan interferences in sport matters.
3. The lens for sport should be seen beyond ‘business’, but rather as a developmental tool.
4. Diversity and Inclusion Action Plan should be fundamental to foster democratizing in sport.
5. Athletes, Volunteers, Sports heroes and PWD interest should be key.